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CHAPTER I 
.INTRODUCTION 
This thesis describes a study of a group of employees of the 
Prudential Insurance Company of America. The employees 1-1ere IDa.le 
' 
college graduates hired during 1957, and. the purpose of the study was 
to examine certain'aspects of the employment selection process. More 
specifically, the question was vrhether some of the employees were 
inherent~ bette~ prospects for success than others, a~cl if so, Q.ovr 
they might have b.e·en identified •. 
By definiti~n the ~tudy 1~s limited to information available 
at the time of emp;toyment, and the practical limits were the informa-
tion which was actually recorded at that time and preserved until the 
date the study vms undertaken. The employment applica:tion -vras the 
basic source of information, .and the only. supplement used was ~he 
Prudential aptitude test record of each individual stuStied. These data 
1-Tere assembled for a stratified .sample of' 100 individUals'· who formed 
the primary study group• A second sample of 4o individuals was used · · 
as a validation group. ''· 
The method. of approach 1~s to hypothesize tha~ there i·rere 
chara~teristics of the applic~nts which distinguished the probable 
successes and which could be identified at the time of employmen~ 
• 
from in:f'ormat.ion then recorded. This bypothesis was tested ~y'; attempt-
.. 
... ~ \ . 
.2 
ing to discover su~h. cba.racte'ristics and combine them it?-to a prediction 
rating, then validating this rat:i,ng on a separate 'group of employeeS!. . 
Failure' to discover a significant set·of attributes would not necessari~ 
disprove the hypothesis, but the development of a valid, even if incom-
•• I o• 
plete, rating fo~ula would demonstrate· it. 
Chapters I~ and III provide background information on the 
. 
company .and 'the group studied • Chapters IV, V, and ·VI describe the 
design of the study in detail. An ±mporta.nt point covered in Chapter 
. . . 
: IV is the fact that it is necessary to do more' than merel:Y identify 
the employment prospect who has a high :probability of performing well; 
the individual must also remain '-in the company's employ to be of value. 
Chapter VI discusses the basic problem of identifying signif~cant char-
. . 
acteristics for· :prediction. Much of the technical mathematical founda-
tion for this and later parts of the. paper is relegated to Appendix I. 
Chapters VI;t, VIII, and. IX describe'' the 1sample data.. Chapter 
X indicates ~he method by vihich these data can be ''combined to produce 
a :prediction rating for employment applicants~·· ana Chapter XI contains 
the results of app~ng the ·.:prediction rating'' to 'the validation gro~p. 
Chapter XI also describes ~n altern~te scoring'deyice and the results 
of its application to both sample groups. Chapter XII contains some 
general comments on the results of the study. 
.ot .... 
. '.:" .. 
'• •.-
.· 
CHAPrER II 
BACI<;GROUND: THEl COMPANY 
Founded in ~8751, the Prudential Insurance Company o:f' America · 
is nat~ the second-largest li:f'~ insurance company in the United States2. 
The company is· engaged in the sale and servicing o:f' ~ndivi~ual and .group 
insurance providing li:f'e, health and·annuity coverage. 
On December 31, i962 the Prudential employed over 54,000 
': 
.individuals, o:f' wh~m abo'Jl'l? 37~500. made up the ,:f'ield organization,. 
. and the ba~11:ce, the home office staff. The :f'ield orga.niza,tion is 
concerned with direct s~les and policyholder contact ivO?;k, plus the 
attendant clerical functions. The home o:f':f'ice handles all other functions. 
The company operates throughout the United States and. Canada, :f'rom a 
corporate hea;dquarters in 'Newark, New Jersey. 
The Prudentiai divid~s its home o:f':f'ice functions into two 
types: re~ional and cor:Porate. The regional :f'u!;lctions are essentially 
the. case-work OP,3ratio~s, ~~ch as underwriting,' issue,. cla;tm payment; 
management o:f' the :f'ield organization;· and related support· functions, 
lHistorical information :f'or this section is dravm :f'rom E. c. 
May and w. Oursler, The Prudential (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & 
Company, Inc. 1 1950): Statistical data :f'0r December 31, 1962 came from 
the "1962 Annual Report of .the President to tbe Board o:f' Directors o:f' the 
. Prudential Insurance Company o:f' American . 
'2nRanl,tings o:f' 765 Companies Given in Order o:f' Total Li.:f'e Insur-
ance In:f'orce", National Unde:nvriter, May 4, 1963, p. 10. . ~ 
: •.-
'3 
.. 
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plus a small portion of the work. of investing ~he company' s .. $18.6 billion 
of. assets. . The. corpo~te ·~ctions include those ope'rations which 
affect the· company as a vrbple: general pplicy, planning, control, develop-
ment .of coverages and premiums, legal and legislative functions, and the 
major elements of the investment operation. Shortly after vTorld War II 
. . 
the company undertook a ~ro~ of geogr.aphical.decentralization of its 
regional 'opera.~ions, starting with the establis.bment of a Regional Home 
Office in Los .Angeles, Ca~ii.fornia in 1948. At the end of 1962 there 
were six Regional Home Offices in the United States and one in Canada., 
as we;I.l: as the office in Newark~ In addition ~o the. corporate o'peration, 
the Newark office handled the. regional functions for a territory compris-
ing New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delawar?, Maryland, and. metropolitan Nei-r 
' 
York. Tbe pel"i'ormance. · c;>f these regional functions by the Newark staff 
1vas substantially, but not. completeJ.Y, separate from the corporate 
operation. . 
On .December 31, i96~ the Nevre.rk Home Office staff numbered 
8,4oo~ .An indication 6f'the relative numbers i~ regional and corporate 
work can be Obtained from the fact that the Western Home Office bad a 
staff of l700'to bandle a volume of business about 4o% of the ;i.n-:f'orce 
in the.Nevre.rk region • 
. In· addition .to general administration, the home office opera-
. . 
tiona of a life. insurance company encompass five ·professional specialties.: 
lai-r, medicinei actua~~l science,; in:vestment, and accountan~r?·· In the 
· . 
. . 
5 
Prudential t~ first f<:>:ur of tqese ·specialized. elements are. staffed 
throu~h separate hi~ing. an~ t~ining programs. To develop and. maintain 
a staff for the management of the accounting and administration functions 
the company opera~es a general college training program. Under this 
program ·college. graduates are hired and trained. in the company's home 
.o;f'fices, usually immed.iate~.upon graduation or completion of milita:t:Y 
service. 
The Prudential bas established a job level system for its' 
home office .. emJ?loyees. Under this system each job is ranked. according . 
to its difficulty and. importance from .level 01 (lotvest) to level 13 
(highest), w.ith.a few spe'cialized. jobs. at levels' 11~ and 15. Above t~ 
0 0 
numbered levels·· are the jobs cla.ssi:fied. as "management", ivhicb accounted 
for 94o of the Neivark Home Office positions at the end. of 1962 •. New 
employees hired under the general college ·training program start at 
level 67. Tlleir initial assignment is normally· a training position 
·for a job at"level.08, and they are promoted to this level.as soon as 
0 • 
their ivor~. performance v1arrants it, generally during their :first year 
of service • Furtb~r advancement connnonly :f'ollO\Vs as the employee 's 
knmrledge and 'caPS:city develop. Ma.ny o:f' .the individuals hired under the 
college training program are included in the company's Manpower Develop-
ment Program, a .Program o':f' re(?;Ula.r job rotation and performance review 
aimed at identifying and developing the m~n with potential :for. manage-
• 0 
ment jqbs. •• 0 . -:' . 
·.-
6. 
As a. general rule 1 college trainees stay in. t~ de:pa.rtment 
of' the company to .vThich they are Qrig~na.lly assigned_, although there. 
. . 
are some inter-de:pa..rtmental transfers.· A number of the higher level 
jobs in the Regional H~ Off~ces are filled by the transfer of trained 
. .. 
personnel from Ne~rk~ and ·men hired and trained in a Regional Home 
Office are oc·ca.s~onally transferred to Nevre.rk • 
. Most of the starting: jobs :for the college trainees are 
clerical positions. Development :from this poini; is either. toward 
:increasingly complex and responsible. technical a.s,signments in the 
same general area., or tovrard supervision and administration. It is 
~common· for a. college trainee to be the onlY such employee in the 
. . 
area. to which he is assigned -- a unit vrhich ·needs one college man 
. . . 
generally needs several. The college training program has been in . 
operation since shor.tly after World 1·Tar II, and nevr college men are 
frequently trained by :l;heir counterparts of a. few years earlier. ~ 
their turn they often find that as they advance their responsibilities 
include· the training of newer men • 
. . 
'· 
BACKGROUND: TEE GROUP STUDIED 
· ·The subject group for the study was all male .college 
graduates h:!.red 'by t~. Pru~en~ial during 1957 at the regu:Lar sal.a·ry 
rate in Newark for. Home Of~.ice jobs there;. The study .follOived the 
experience of this group from the time of employment to the end. of 
1961, with one adjustment required by the. data available. The 
company's records are based .on a classification pf employees currently 
working in the Home Office or terminated from service in the Home 
Office • A male coll~ge graduate -vrho -was transferred to a Regional Home 
Office' left the group without. being· terminated, and similarly, a male 
coli.ege graduate transferred ·to Ne-vre.rk after. emplo~nt ·in a· Regional 
Hc;>me Office entered the group. during the course of his service with the 
·.company. The size of 'the base group 'l?hus fluctuated ~omewha.t from 
time to time 1 as shown. ~y Table; 1 • 
. · 
TABI.E l' 
SIZE 0~ STUDY GROUP .AT YEAR-ENDS 
Year Number in Group 
. . . 
1957 . ...........•. , ..................... -313 
1958 ................ •.• .............. 0 •• • 313 
1959· .................... •.• ............ -318 
1960 . ............ ·. ~ ..•................•. 326 
19~1 . ............... 0 • •••••••••••• , •••• 0 • 324 
. 7 
8 
. 
Table 2 shows !;he movement of the study group during the period under 
cons~deration. 
TABIE 2 
MOVEMENT m THE STUDY GRQUP 
Nmnber in Net' Transfers Terminations Nmnber Nmnber 
Year · Group, in During Year Emplpyed, in Group, 
Beginning During Year 0 • End of · End of 
of Yea'r· 0. Year Year 
.. 
1957 ·o 313* 0 23 290 313 
1958 313 0 72 218 313 
1959 .313 5 59 164 3:!.8 
0 0 • 
196o 318 .8 31 141 326 
1961 326· -2 21 118 324 
. 
. *Original Hires. 
As can be seen from the tabl.£7, 64% of the individuals originally 
hired termfuaoted be~ ore the. end of 1961. Even in the last year, the 
termination. rate "\Ya.S o.ver 15%, or about half the maximum rate of 31% 
in 1959· It "\Yas this ra~ o_f attrition :tn the group employed which 
primarily d~ctated the. cut-off date of the study.. 
Taple. 3 shpws the progr~ssion through the job level 
system of the members ·of the . group remaining in service at ~~ell 
·-
year-end; Table 4 presents the. same infor.mati~n ~ perce~tages~ 
9 
·. 
TABIE 3 
. JOB rEVELS OF J!:M:l?LOYED. GROUP AT YEAR-ENDS 
-
J"ob Ievel . 
-
07. 
08· 
.09 
10. 
11: 
12 
13 
- Total 
Median Level 
Average Level 
'. 
N'lllliqer at ~vel at End o:f' Indicated ;Lear. 
. .. 
1958 
. 
67 : 
lll 
.. 
38 
l 
0· 
1 
0 
218· 
' 
o8: 
7·9 
1959 
15 
72 
4~ 
6 
19 
3 
0 
164. 
··08 
8~7 
1960 
6 
.. 41 
26 
25 
39 
1 
. 
3 
141 
" 
09 
9·5 
.# .... 
,.)' 
. -
'• ·.-
1961 
0 
26' 
16 
17 
47 
2 
10 
118 
10 
10.1 
10 
TABIE4 
JOB IEVELS OF EMPLOYED GROUP AT YEAR-ENDS 
.-
Percent at Level at End of Iridicated.Year . 
. . 
Job I.evel. . . 
1958 1959 1960 1961 
07 " 31% 9% 4% oro 
. 
08 51 43 30 22 
i7 
.. , 
18 14 09' 30 
10 0.5 4 17 14 
11 0 12 . 28 4o 
. 
12 0.5 2 1 2 
.13 0 0 2 8 
. ' 
•' 
.. 
DESIGN: CL..liSSJFICATION OF TEE GROUP 
Fundamental to the s~udy '\·ra.s a se:pa.ra.tiori of' the employees 
in a tvro-way fashion: . those who stayed versus those i·rho left; and 
those who 't·rere "successes'.' versus those "torho were not. Before pursuing 
. . 
the criteria of ,these separations, one point needs to be msde. The 
study' examined ~he problem. of selecting employment candidates who 
-w:ould stay i:Tith the company· ~nd perform relatively vrell. Success can 
be equated with performing relatively well, and the absence of success 
is therefore a rel,a.tive term. The· subjects of the study represent a 
care~lly SE7le~ted: group,, .and success 1-ra.s defined as standing in the 
upper bali' of the group. \-1hile the ~rm "non-successn is used as a 
short designation of the ·individuals i·~ho did not attain this standing, 
it is ~ortan~ to recognize that this classification does not mean 
'failure. It simply means that the individual demonstrated fewer of 
the characteristics which the Prudential sought in the college men it 
promoted than did half the other men i·Tho met the initial selection 
.standards. 
Before tackling the problem of hmr success in the group 
can be defined obj~ctively, we can dispose of the simpler question of 
a definition of' 11 ~taying i-Tith· the company". Staying with the company 
means simply sta~g. in its employ until the end of the stuc'l!;period, 
11 •, 
but this criterion puts the difficulty back o~ the q~stion of deter.min-
ing the study period. This matter is partially dependent on the defini-
.. 
tion of success 1 since the potentially successful employee is difficult 
. . 
to ident.ify solely on the b~sis of his early job prp~ss. It is there-
fol~ desirable to·observe t?e employees over a period long enough to 
permit the highl:y comi>etent individuals to disti~guish themselves by 
the rate of their advancement. As Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate, it ~s · 
not until the end .of 1990 that a ~ignificant number of the· .employee's 
'Pad out-distanced their colleagues1 and vre must 'tm.it ~til 1961 for 
an indication.of a division into an upper and lower half • 
. some of the assignments given nei·Tly-hired college graduates 
at the Prudentiai require rather long periods o·i training 'ti'hile the 
. -
employee learns the intricacies of. his job; others -rely more heavily 
on innate ability to handle situations for which there can be no exact 
precedents. Advan~~ment ·of. th~ high potential employee d~ing the 
early s.tages of his career is inherently somewhat more rapid in the 
latter type of assignment:~ and it is important that the study period 
' 
selected be long enoUgh to ~rmit the late-bloomers vrho are placed in 
the former type. of. work to demonstrate their ~bilities. This consid-
era;tion suggested keeping the grou;p under observation until the ~nd 
Pure symmetry· dictates ending the study early in 19601 -vrhen 
half. the gro~p remained ~n service. This period1 hotrever1 is;;clearly 
·.-
.. 
13 
too short to distinguis~ the better employees, and in addition, the 
. . . 
. nature of the data ~quired. a ~lendar year period. The choice thus 
lay beti-Teen the end ·of· 1960; when 1~3% of 'the group remained· in service, 
and the end of 19~1, when there 1-1ere 36% left. If the study were directed 
. solelY at the identification of employment candidates lilcely to stay -vrith 
the company,. the 1960 date .1vould probably be preferable. The other 
objective of identirYing pot~n~ial success~s, however, clearly called 
. . . . . 
. . 
·for a period running at least to the end of 1961, if not longer. · The 
best resolut;i.o~.of:this conflict appeared to lie with observing the 
study group until the end of 1961, which resulted in establishing as 
the criterio~ of ".staying' with the company" remaining in service unti~ 
December. 31, 196J:. 
Turning to the problem of determining a. criterion of s?ccess, 
there are two separate classes which must 'be considered: those employees 
who remained in ser-Vice to the end of the study period, and those 1-rho 
did not. As is ind:icated above, the dividing· point which i~s determined 
for the ii:r.-st group was the median job leve 1 at the end of 1961. This 
definition is c~ea~ly a. restrictive one, since the great majority of 
employees still on. the staff after over four years must be performing 
adequately, or their service would have been terminated previously. 
The purpose of tpe study,· how~ver, 1vas not to identi:f'y employees who 
would perform adequately, it wa.s to· ident:j.:f'y the employinent ca.p.didate 
of more, than average promise. Iil terms of this objective t~ :logical 
·~ . 
·. 
/ 
. ' . 
... 14 
. . 
division be"tl·reen success and non-success is the average employee, that 
is, the employee in the mid9-le of the group. This division is furthered 
by the fortunate :circUmstance tbat the employee.s d~vide precisely into 
tiro equal groups on December 31, 1961 bet\reen job levels 10 and 11 •. 
The decision to define success in. terms of the up:i?er half of the employee 
group is not meant to suggest that selection techniques. should be refined 
so as to reject candidates 'tvho may fall in the lower end of the range; 
it vras es~blished as a basis· :f'or identifying the characteristics of 
an employe~ inth ·high .potential for advancement. 
The use of the median level as the success determinant for 
the stayers su~ests an. ·analogous te~t for the leavers: at~inment o:f' 
the median rate o:f' advancement. Tables 3 a.nd 4 provide dat.a for 
determining this median' rate, but in applying them to the problem one 
refinement proved to be appropriate. Although college graduates are 
hired at level 07, t~· basic level for employees in this group who 
meet minimum standards on.~he job is leve~ 08,. and new men are gener-
. ally l?romoted to this level -vtithin. a year or so of employment. With 
dates o:f' employment spread throughout the year, if follOi•TS that' the 
calendar year of promotion to le~l 08 affords a rather gross measure 
of rate of ad:va.ncement. .There is a wide difference between the indi-
vidtlal hired in· . .;ranuary of 1957 and promoted to level 08 in December 
. . 
of 1958 compare~ to the one h~red in June o~ 1957 and promoted in 
January of 1958, yet calendar year data will.not distinguish:- tru;se 
• I 0 .-
.. 
I" 
15 
two situations. Rather than use a calendar date, therefore, it i·re.s 
decided:· to define the median rate of advance1J1ent to level 08 as one 
year of service. The remaining median dates of a~va.ncement viere 
February 151 1960 for_ promotion to ievel 09, and ~~y.l, 1961 for 
promotion to level 10. Any terminating employee who, at the date 
of his termination, had not attained the level called for by this 
schedule was classed as a non-success. 
In addit~on to attainin~ the median rate of ~dvancement 1 
. 
a·terminator bad to meet another test in order to be classified as 
a success: at his termination he bad to have a sat:i:sfactory work 
rating. Even though they progressed at an average rate 1 a. number 
of the lea"vers ~d unsatisfactory ratings on their termination dates, 
particularly during the early years of service; these ind-;i.viduals were 
classified a.s non-successes. Indeed, during the first year of employ-
·ment this criterion is.tbe only basis for distinguishing unsuccessful 
terminators. 
To s'Ullllll8.rize 1 the employees were classifi~d as follows: 
S:MYERS·. i·Tere elllployees still on the sta;f:f' on December 31, 1961., 
IEAVERS i·rere employees whose service term~nated prior to 
December 31, 1961. 
SUCCESSES 'irere, .in the case of stayers, those at level 11 or 
higher on December 311 1961; and in the .case of leavers, those who, at 
. 
the date of their.-termination, bad satisfactory work ratings .and had 
·~ 
,• 
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attained the l~vel called for by :the following schedule: 
. . 
Level 08 by the .first anniversary of their employment date 
!eve 1 09 by February 15, 1960 
Ievel 10 by May 1," 1961. 
NON-SUCCE;:SSES 1rere, .in ~he case of stayers,,- those at level 10 
o~ below on December 31, 196~; and in the case of lea.vers, those ivho·, a:t 
the date . of their termination, had ~atisfactocy w~rk. ratings or bad 
not attained the level called for by the schedule above. 
Table 5: ~hows the distribution among thE:se four categories 
of the 324 members of the group on December 31, 1961. · 
TABIE 5 
NUMBER OF MElN IN EACH CATEGORY 
December 31, 1961 
Categ9ry · SUccesses Non-Successes Total 
Stayers 59 59 118 
Leavers 98 108 206 
Total . 157 167 324 
. 
•' . 
. ":' 
·.-
. .. 
.... 
'I 
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CHAPTE:R V 
DESIGN: Tim 'SAMPLE 
Three consi~eratio~s dictated u~ing a sample of the data for 
analysis purposes, rather ibB.n studying the records of all the men. The 
first reason· was the .obvious one of economy of effort, but beyond that 
there "Was the problem of the variable distribution of the ~mployees 
among the four categories and the desirability,of using ~rt of.the. 
= group as the basis for a valiaation check on the results. These three 
thoughts led to the decision to dra.vr a sample of tvTenty-five from each 
of the .four categories shown in Table 5 to provide the data for the 
basic study'~ 
The use of equal samples from each of the four categorie.s 
eliminates the. weighting of f~cto~s which the variable distribution 
of employees among th~se· categories would othenTise cause 1 but the:J;e 
is another form of weighting that mu8t also be considered: that of 
duration of employment before· termination. It seems quite likely that 
early terminators may be different in a number of significant respeqts 
from late terminators. Since the pp.r.pose of the. study was to identify 
terminators without regard to their duration of service, it 1-re.s important 
to ensure'that t~ s~ples of terminators did not contain a dispropor-
tionate number of· either early or late terminators: This problem wa.s 
solved.,.by stratifying the samples of terminators by duration. at· 
. ' ·--
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termination. Table 6 'shows the number of men in ea.ch sub-cell of the 
two categories of terminators, a.nd the corresponding number dra.wn for 
tP,e sample~ 
T.ABIE 6 
DIS~IBUTI()lif OF TEBMINATIONS B~ DURATION 
Successes Non-f?uccesses 
Yea.r of· ,. 
Termina.ti.on 
Number Sample Number Sample 
. 
1957- 18 . .' 5 5 1 
1958 21 5 51 11 
' 
1959 39 10 20 5 
1960 · Il 3 20 5 
. 
:1:961 9 2 12 3 
' 98 108 Total· 25 25 
One other form of stratification was. considered, but w.as rejected a.s 
concerning a. variable: of too 'little significance to wa.rra.nt the treatment. 
. . . 
The variable in question w.as job level on December 31, 1961 for the 
sta.yers. Since the spread of. levels w.as not great in'eitber category, .and 
since the samples from these two cells represented very nearly half .the 
populations, breaking the ~ndividua.~s dm~ into sub-cells offered little 
gain in precision. 
.• 
CHAPTER VI 
DESIGN:· IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT FACTORS 
The basic goal of the study was .to develop a method for 
determining four probabilities for.each male college ~duate ~pplicant 
for employment: on,e for each of the categories into i·Thich he could fall •. 
This purpose required tPe identification of attributes of applicants 
which could be used to discriminate among them.· It io7a.S therefore 
necessary to establish a me~hodology for this identification process. 
In discussing this problem the folloiving notation is helpful: 
·The. four categories into vrhich the. employees vrere divided· are 
designated 1, for successful stayers; 2,.for non-successful 
stayers; 3, for successful leavers; and 4, for non-successful 
leavers. 
A, B, c, etc. designate particular attributes. 
A I II · , A , etc. designate the values attribute. A may have. Thus 
if A represents "~rital status", A1 may mean 11 singld,~ ancl 
II 
A , "married" • 
. a ' 1, a .1~, a' 31 a' 4 designate the number of appearances of 
: I' 
attribute value A in each of the four categories. 
a,. desi~tes the total number of appearances of .attribute 
_19 
20 
I 't ' I I 'I · 1 
value A :, i. e. he sum o:f' a v a 2" a 3, and a 4• . 
J(!ii desi~tes the probabil~ty that an indiyidual vrith attribute 
value A1will.fall in category i. 
It is clear that an attribute ivhich does not discriminate 
among the individuals· will .tend to have its attribute values distributed 
uni:f'onnly over the :f'our categories. In other vrords the e! ±. will all be 
equal, subject to sample error. The chance. tha·t a particular observed, 
:uneven distribution of attribute values was in fact significant, i.e. that 
it was not simply the result of sample fluctuations, vTaf:? measured by the 
chi-square distrib~tion. 1 If the chance that the observed occurrences 
COUld have resulted from a distribution Which was ~ctually Uil·iform i·Ta.S 
more than .15, the attribute was rejected as a discriminator. If there 
was a probability of ~85 or mqre that the distribution o:f.' an ·attribute 
was uneven, the a:ttribute was considered significant for prediction. 
If an attribute proved to be a significant discriminator, 
the p:r;obabilitie~ deriVed froni. it f'or each category v~ere taken as 
To this rule'· there was one exception dictated by 
the size of' 'the sample. Probability values of' 0 ·or l f'or a category 
resulting from the. examination of' a particular attribute ivould have 
overpowered the e;f'i'ect. o:f' any other experimental probabilities. 
lsee Appendix I. •" ~ . 
2l 
Certainty in the· ~ind of situation under study is not possible, and 
observed values ·produ~ing calculated certainty .are unrealistic. For 
this reason ·ol:ise:r:yed o-ccurrences of o in any category were arbi~rarily. 
increased to.l in the case. ~f attribute values occurring less than 20 
times; and to 2 in·the case off ~ttribute values occurring 20. or more 
times.. Characterist;ics ~bserved. in only one value for a category were 
similarly reduced in that cell, in each case the arbitrary change being . 
proportionately .distributed over the possible values of the attribute · 
in.the category~. Observed vaiues of l ora-l for arry attribute occurring 
2o or more times were arbitrarily changed to 2 and a-2 so as to maintain 
consistency. The·test for significance of the attribute was applied 
before arry of these ch.8.nges i·rere made. 
There remains the problem of dependence among ~ignificant 
attributes. The method of combining the derived probabilities, described 
in Chapter X, re.sts on the assumption that the individ~l probabi.lities 
are independent o~· one .another. This ass'um.ption fails -vrhen two different 
attributes ar~ act~lly ref~ctions of the same basic characteristic, 
as might happen for example 1-rith the attributes "being married 11 and 
nhaving a date of birth prior to 1931". Dependence between. pairs of 
attributes was tested by comparing the probabilities d~rive~ from the 
sample employees 'tvhO· bad both. attributes vTitb tpe .value calculated on 
the assumption tbat the ti-ro attribu~es "t-rere independent. 
va.J.ue 1va.s obtained from the formula. 
The calculated 
"' . 
. ":'. 
·-
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= 
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· E /;···ti~-t· j=t A I tf 
and the ob.served ~lue 1-m.s obtained from the sample. The difference 
was tested· for significant failure of the hypothesis tbat the tvro 
sets of values are independent by the likelihood 'ratio.test described 
in Appendix :i:, using a 90% significance leVel. 
··' 
The test for dependence is rather complex, and there vTere 
a large number·of-~ossible joint occurre~ces of the sign~ficant 
attributes. The test was ther.efore applied only in those cases of 
j_oint occurrence where 'dependence of the attributes seemed likely; 
no case of dependence appeared. 
'·"' 
2Appendix I, Equation (1). . . 
CHAPTER VII 
· · THE DATA: PERSONAL HISTORY 
. . 
For each of' the employees included in the .. S8.!£1Ple group,· the 
·Prudential furnished a Data Sheet containing an extract of the informa-
tion in the individual's emPloyment application •. A sample Data Sheet 
is shom1 in Appendix II. Unfortunately, the form and nature o:f' some of 
the Data Sheet entries s.uggested ~bat they might be incomplete, and· the 
qriginal application papers were not ali·Tays available :f'~r verification. 
Indeed, under the company's records retention procedures the detailed 
information on the early terminators bad been destr.oyed be:f'pre the study 
. . 
i'las undertaken. ·Tvro. of' the classes of' information -- college grades 
and intervievrer comments -- vrere sc;> frequently unavailable that they 
could not be used. 
. . . . 
This chap"~?er and the ti·To :f'ollm-ring describe the information 
contained in the Data Sheets for the sample group. 
The persona;t history available for study comprised the 
follm-ring data: 
.. 
( 
Date 9f employmen~· , 
·whether marr~ed or single 
Number of dependents 
Place of residence 
Wh~th~r living with parents 
·23 
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One important variable :-- age :.._ ivas not available. This :factor was 
estimated for each emploY"ee in accordance with the rules given b'elmr •. 
·The general basis was the a~sum,ption that in the absence of unusual 
circumstances, the year of an individual's graduation from high school 
is eighteen years after the year of his birth, and graduation from 
. . . 
college foliovrs this date by four years. Tb8 rules used were·: 
Wben year o~ graduation from high school is g~ven --
Year of bi;rth equals year of graduatiop. from high . 
. school minus eighteen. 
ifuen year of graduation from high school is not given and 
. . 
there i~ full-~ime employment or military service prior 
. . 
to college . --
Year of birth equals the earlier· ~f ( i) year of 
;f'ull-time employment minus eighteen, and ( ii) year 
:of entry into military service minus eighteen. 
When year of graduation from high schoo~ is not given and 
there is no full-time employment or militar,r service prior 
to college --
· " · Year of birth equals year of graduation from college 
minus tiventy~tt.ro, minus the number of years of full-
. . . 
. time employment or military service' if any' vrhich 
interrupted college. 
Table 7.sh0ivs the 1n:f'o~t1on.on marital status and number of:-.d~Pendents. 
.· 
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TABIE7 
MARITAL STATUS .AND NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS 
category 
Number of Employees, By Category 
.. 1 2 3 4 Total 
Single 11 13 17 21 62 
Married J.4 12 8 3 37 
. 
No Entry 0 0 0 1 l 
' 
No :Dependents 11 ' 13 17 '21 62 
' 
One Dependent 5 5 3 2 15 ·. 
Two Dependents '· 8 5 4 1 . 18 
Three Dependents 1 2 .. 0 0 3 
Four Dependents . · q 0 1 0 1 
. 
No. Entry 0 0 0 1 1 
. 
The 62 employees with no dependents are precise·ly the 62 sir:igle employe~s; 
the case of a single empl~e ivith one or more dependents did n:ot arise. 
Marital ·status proved to be a. ~ignificant discriminator betiveen staying 
anq leaVing. The married employees tended t?· be more successf'ul than 
the single ones 1 and fe-vr of' them were unsuccessful, leavers. This last 
fact suggests that th7 married man who feels he is not doing ~:t:ticula.rly 
.. 
~ 
~11 is less inclined than his single colleague to hazard sampling greener 
pastures. 
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The data for number of dependents reflect the distribution 
of :married men, but ivith a notable refinement. It appears from' the 
iiu'omation that the :man ·ivith only one dependent~ presumably his -yri:f'e 
in most cases, is significantly. less likely to stay than the man iv:l:th 
. . . . 
more than one dependent. This situation led to the decision to classify 
the employees · in .three groups : 
Single ·· 
Married:, vrith orie dependent .. 
Married, with .mPrE! ·than one depende.nt. 
T11e infor.ma~ion concerning marital status and number of dependents is 
summarized iO Table 8. 
TABLE 8 
MARITAL STATUS· AND NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS 
Number of Employees, By category 
Category 
1 2 '3 4 Total 
. . . 
Single, No Dependents 11 13 17· 21 62 
Ma:r:ried, One Dependent 5 5 3 2 15 
Married, More Tha.ri One 
Dependent .9 7 5 1 22 
. ' 
The data for. place of residence are shown in Table, 9· 
.· ·.-
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· T.ABIE 9 
PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
Number of EmploYees, By Category 
qategory ' ' 
' .. 
1 2 3 4. Total 
New Jersey, I·Tithin 20 
miles of Ne1·re.rk 12 22 15 12 61. 
Ne"tv York,· "'·Tithin ?O 
. '4 miles of Nevre.rk 2 3 3 J2 
Ne't·T Jersey, 20-50 
miles froni Ne1-mrk 2 0 l 2 5 
Other . 6 l ' 5 7 19 
·Not Available l 0 l 1 3 
This information is broken down betvreen those applicants vrho "'vere liying 
. . 
-vrith their parents· at the time of application and :those \·Tho were not in 
Tables 10 and 11. 
. . 
Tables 9, 10 ~nd 11 all satisfy the test of signif~cance, 
. 
altb,ough not by :wide margi:t;ls. The tabulations conceal one difficulty, 
hO'<;vever.- The data for _Place of residence appeared to be among the most 
difficult kinds to extract. Problems arise from such si:tuations as 
·applicants showing as a current address a military post, college, or 
. . . 
local hotel .or other trapsient ·quarters. This uncertainty ave:~. the 
..., 
. . 
·.-
' . 
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TABLE 10 
PLACE OF RESIDENCE - APPLICANTS ~G HITH PARENTS 
Ntimber of Employees, By Category · · 
category 
1 2 3 4 Total 
.. 
· Ne-vr Jersey, ~vi thin .20 
14 43 miles o:f' Nevm.rk · .. 7 12 10 
New Xork,.within 20 
miles o:f' Neivark 1 0 1 1 3 
Nei~ Jersey, 20-50 
miles from Neivark 0 0 0 2 2 
other 2 0. ·1 4 7 
. 
. . 
T9ta.l 10 12 16 17' 55 
TABLE 11 
PLACE OF RESIDENCE - APPLICANTS N9T LIVING WITH PARENTS 
Number of Employees, By category 
Categ~ry 
1 2 3 4. Total 
. 
. New Jersey, ivithin 20 
6 · miles of Nevre.r.k 10 1 2 19 
Nei·r York, within ·.20 
3 miles of Neivark 2 2 2 9. 
New Jersey, 20-50 
miles from Ne"t-re.rk . 2 0 1 0 3 
.. 4 
.. 
Otber. 3 1 3 ,, 11 . . 
-
Total 14 13 8 7 42 
. 
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meaningfulness of ·some of the entrie·s_, coupled 1ntb. the fact that the 
data. did not produce particularly powerful predictions_, led to the 
· decision to omit these characteristics completely.· 
Tbe ~stimated years of birth are shown 'in Table 12. 
YEAR OF BIRTH 
. . 
Number of Emplo~es_, By· Category 
Year of Birth 
'1· 2 3 4 Total 
1925 ••• J,. . .-1 ••• 2 
. . . 
1926 " 2 ••• ••• • •• 2 
1927 ••• ••• ••• ••• 0 
1928 1 2 ••• ••• 3 
1929 1 1 ••• ••• 2 
1930 - l 5 1 7 ••• 
1931' 6 3 6 4 19 
1932 . 7 4 2 3 16 
.1933 4 4 5 6 19 
1934 1 1 4 2 8 
'1935 ~ 3 7 9 21 
1936 '· • • • ••• ••• • •• 0 
1937 ••• • • • ••• . .. 0 
•' 
. . 
.J 
. .• 
1938 ••• l • • • ••• l 
Total . 25 25 25 25 100 
·. 
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This information can be combined to produce meaningful results in the 
fashion shovm in Table. 13, :vrhich satisfies tbe signii'ieance test. 
' 
Years of Birth 
.. 
. 
. 1925-1930 
1931-1932 
1933-1938 
TABIE 13 
YEAR OF BmTH 
Number of Employaes~ By Category 
1. 2· 3 ·4 Total 
5. 9 l l 16 
: 
13. 7 8 7 35 
7 9 16 17 49 
No combination of the inforr.a.ation ~:m date of e:mploym:mt 1-ra.s 
signif.ieant ... Tbe ite~ of personal history used i'or p:redic:tion were 
thus· est:tma.ted year of birth, and marital status and in.unber of 
dependents. 
. .. 
" '::''" 
·-
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CHAPTER VIII 
TEE DATA: MILITARY SERVICE .AND PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT 
·, 
Military'Service offered one of the most fruitful areas of 
inquiry in·.the study. As shoWn. by Table 14, there 't-Tas a significant 
difference. between applicants who bad b~en in the armed forces ana 
those who had no~. 
·TABLE 14 
MILITARY SERVICE . 
Number of Employees, By Category 
Category 
00 
. 1 2 
·3 4 Total 
With :Military 
Service 23 19 10 ·14 66 
.. 
Without Military 
Service 2 6 15 11 34 
In.addition, the details of' an individual's service record were· o:f 
importance. The following items were examined: 
Time of· service with respect to college 
: 
Duration of service 
Bank at release :from active duty 
'Year of release :from active duty 
Time f~om.release from active duty to emplo~nt 
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On~ the first three of these characteristics proved to be significant, . 
and their distributi~ns are gi~n in Tables 151 16. and ·17. 
TABU: 15 
TIME OF MILITARY SERVICE WITH RESPECT TO COLIEGE 
Number of Employees_:, By Category 
Time of Service 
.. 1 2 3 4 Totai 
Before 4 5 4 
. 
5 18 
During 7 7 0 l 15 
A:t'ter i2 7 6 8. 33 
T.ABIE 16 
DURATION OF MILITARY SERVICE 
Duration ·of Se~ice 
Number of Employees, By Category 
l 2 3 4 Total 
0-2 Years 16 '11 7 13 47 
0 
More than 2 Years 7 8 3 1 19 
• !"' 
·-
'• 
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TABLE 17 
RANK AT RELEASE FROM ACTIVE DUTY 
Number of Employees, By Category 
Rank at Release 
1 2 3 4 Total 
Officer or Non-
Commissioned·. Officer 8 2 5 2 ·17 
Lmrer Grade 15 17 5 12 49 
. In the case of Table 17, the "non-commissioned officer" classification 
. ' 
includes onlY the.first three enlisted grades. 
'The area of:previous full-time employment also produced 
significant results. Table 18 shovTs the distribution. of employees 
by number of previous full-time jobs. 
TABLE 18 
PREviOUS FULL-TIME EMPLOYME:NT 
. 
. . Number of Employees, By Category 
Number pf .Jobs 
1 2 3 4 Total 
0 12 11 19 18 6o 
1 6 8 5. 5 24 
2 5 3 1 1 10 
... 
-
~ 
3 . 1 1 0 1 
. ·. 3 
4 or more 0 2 0· 0 2 
The J1:,l.st three lines of this table vrere combined into ei. single attribute 
value -- "two or more previous jobs". Thus combined the data met the 
significance criteriqn .. : 
The details of previouS job l;tistory. appeared 'to be a 
promising line of investigation1 and a number of characteristics ~rere 
. . . . 
measured. With orily forty. of the sample· group contributing information 
on this subject,. however, the investigation encountered small sample 
problems, and no significant results. could be obtained, although ~everal 
rather suggestive distrib:utions appeared. The characteristics examined 
were: 
Previous.employex's business 
Length of time '1-rith previous employer 
Number of previous ·employers for appl~cants whose last 
. . previous e:nr,p~oyment \1a.S in general business 
'Number of 'employers since military service · 
Length of tiiDe bet1·reen la'St job and employment at· Prudential 
. . 
The last item in ~his list·not only was distributed in.a promising 
fashion, but also offered the possibility of being extended to.the 
total ~oup by redefinition • . :A tabulation was therefore made of the 
length .o:f' time from the latest of (a) graduation from college, (b) release 
. . . 
f,'rom active military service, and (c) termination o:f' last previous full-
time employment, to employment at the Prudential. This tabulation is 
Number of Months 
0-1 
1-2 
2-3 
.. 
3 or more 
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T.ABIE 19 
IENGTH OF TTI-1E: IDIE 
Number of Employees; 
1 2 3 
16 15 17' 
5 7 3 
3 3 1 
1. 0 4 
By Category 
4 Total 
.. 
12 6o 
·. 4 19 
7 ;t.4 
2 7 
For ~rediction purposes the last two lines ~re combined • 
.. 
. To summarize, military service and previous employment contri-
. . 
buted five significant attributes. The fact of having bad mili~ry 
service '\·TaS itsel:f! significant. For t"J:l.ose who h:ad been iri service, the 
time with r?spect to college, duration of service, and rank at discharge 
were important. The number of previous full-time jobs an individual had 
had vm.s a discriminating characteristic, as iva.s the length of time he 
. . 
had been ·idle prior t<? employment at the Prudential. 
·. 
.. 
'"' 
... 
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CHAP.rER n: 
THill DATA: · COJ:.tjl:GE AND TEST RECORDS 
College experience :provided the o.nly :preVious arena in 
i-Thich the charac~ristics of all of the em:ployees had had a chance to 
.. 
display themselves. This ~rt of the data therefore offered a :promis-
ing source of :predictions 'based on ":pc:i.st performanc~_. Unfortunately the 
significance requ~rements of Chapter VI :proved too stringent for any of 
the classifications made, although it appeared quite likely tbat a 
larger sample would yield useful r<::sults. 
The following attributes -vrere examined: 
College attende~ 
Location of college 
·Degree taken 
·Undergraduate major 
Membership in honor pocieties 
Membership in social organizations 
Membership in business societies - SAM and other·similar 
organizations 
Participation in student government 
Participation in ·qollege activities - :publications, dramatics, 
music groups, debating 
. . .. 
. '! 
Participation in varsity athletics ·-
37 
Offices held in·student groups 
Scholastic honors takep 
rfnether on academic scholarship 
Extent of term-time employment 
Although none of these attributes met the significance test, as indicated 
above, a number .of' them were suggestive. Performance .indicative of above-
average intelligence, ·leadership., or diligence, such·as an honors degree, 
student government o~fice, or participation in severa.i activities, appeared 
to correlate irelLvrith success and, to a lesser extent, staying. Many 
of these items "t·TOU].q. doubtless prove significant in a larger sample. 
One interesting tendency ims borne out in a. significant 
fashion by a s.eparate characteristic. Students whose' interests led 
them into u.YJ.dergraduate majors in fields unrelated or only distantly 
related to business· appeared to. be poor prospects for staying. l-1any 
of them resigp.ed to continue their educations or to enter i-TOrk more 
closely related to scholarship or research. At tb;l undergraduate level 
this tendency could not be developed significantly -- it is doubtless 
influenced considerably by the limited range of majors available at 
many liberal arts colleges -- but 't·That a~peared i;io be a graduate level 
manifestation of the same characteristic did occur significantly. Only 
one o't the eight rile-q, in tp.e study ivho held graduate degrees W?S a stayer. 
He 'WaS a success, as· were. four of· the other seven. The t\-ro men ivho held 
gradUa.te degrees in business ~ere both successful leavers: .(The stayer's 
. ·.-
.. 
degree 1~s in law.) T~ distr~bution of bolde~s of one or more graduate 
degrees is given ·in Table 20. This characteristic -vre.s used in the 
prediction rating. 
TABIE 20 
GRADUATE: DEGREES 
Number of Employees, By Category 
Category 
1 2 3 4 Total 
.. 
vlithout a Graduate 
Degree 24 25 2i .22 92 
With a Graduate 
Degree 1 0 4 3 8 
Close~ related to the. scholastic side of collegs record is 
the matter of aptitude, as measured by aptitude tests. A part of the 
Prudent~l's emploY.ment selection process is a pair of aptitude tests 
which the 'company has developed for its ovm use: a 10-minute, 60 item. 
vocabulary test·; and a 15-minute' 24 item aritbmeticaJ. :reasoning. test. 
Both tests are scored ·on a .stanine key which is designed to discr:ilninate 
among above-average college .. graduates. Tbe aptitude test results for 
the sample group are given in Tables 21 and 22. 
·' . 
. "' 
·-
·. 
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TABLE 21 
VOCABULARY TES:r' SCORmS. 
Number of Employees., By Category 
Score 
1 2 3 4 Total 
0-3 0 0 o· 0 0 
< 
4 3 0 0 2 5 
5 . 6 4 3 5 18 
6 3 6 5 4 18 
7 5 10 6 6 27 
·8 5 4 6 5 20 
9 .. 3 ·1 5 3 12 
~ 
', 
. -:"' 
·.-
.. 
. . 
TABLE 22 
.ARITHMETICAL REASONING TEST SCORES 
Number of Employees, By Category 
Score 
1 2 3' 4 Total 
1 0 0 0 1 1 
2 0 0 0 0 0 
' 
3 .. 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 1 2 0 3 
5 2 7 5 5 19 
.6 .. ·6 7 5 10 28 
7 
. 6 6 ·6 4 22 
8 9 4 7 5 25 
9 2 0 0 ·o 2 
Although this information pr9vides a basis for prediction, 
. . 
it prove.d to be ·more signi:f'ica;nt when combined. Table 23 shovrs. the 
distribution of·the sum of the iwro .scores (A plus V), and Table 24 
shm-rs the distribution of their difference (A minus V). 
.. ' 
' :" 
·-
.. 
... 
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TABLE! 23 
COMBJNED ~ST SCORES 
Number of Employees, By. Category 
Score 
1 2 3 4 Total 
8 o· 0 0 1 1 
9 0 0 0 0 0 
10 1 0 0 2 3 
11 ·3 2 .3 6 14 
12 6 12 4 4 26 
13 4 4 6 2 16 
14 2 2 4 2 10 
•, 
15 3 4 3 5 15 
' 
16 4 1 4 2 11 
17 0 0 1 1 2 
. . . 
18 2 0 0 0 2 
. 
. ::' 
·.-
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TABIE 24 
A SCORE !~S V SCORE 
Number of Employees, By Category 
Score 
" 
1 2 3 4 Total 
. 
-6 0 0 0 1 1 
-5 .0 0 0 0 0 
-4 .. 0 1 2 0 3 
-3 1 0 4 2 7 
' 
-2 2 9 3 3 '17 
-1 1 3 4 6 14 
' 
0 9 3 6 6 - 24. 
1 6 6 3 4 19 
2 2 2 1 1 6 
3 2 1 2 2 7 
4 2 0 0 0 2 
The significance of the test· results is 9bscured somewhat by 
the differing·requ~rements of the various departments 9f the Prudential. 
A ~rrite'r in the Pu.bli:<;. ·Rela:tions and Advertising Department vrould probably 
'"' . . 
·-
be ~red very l~ttle 'Qy an A score substantially lOtver than his V 
score, 1-rhile this characteristic would probably be fatal in accountin~. 
Despite this· problem of non-ho~geneity, the data on test. scores are 
clearly significant. This fact is brought out by the combiv.ation of the 
information from .Tabl~s 23 and 24 given in Tables 25 and 26. It 1-re.s in 
this reduced form that the data ~rere used for prediction. 
TABLE 25 
COMBINED TEST SCORES ·· 
Number of Employees, ~y category 
Score 
1 2 3 4 Total 
12 ·or J;.ess 10 14 7 13 44 
13-15 9 lQ 13 9 41 
'' 
16 or !.[ore 6 1 5 3 15 
TABLE 26 
A SCORE MINUS V SCORE 
Number of Employees, By Categozy 
Score 
1 2 3 4 Total 
. 
Less Tba~ 0 4 13 13 12 42 
0 or More .. 21 12 12 ~3 58 
.. 
•' 
CHA..'PTER X 
THE PREPIQTION RATING: .ASSEMBLING TEE MEASURE 
The dat~ provided eight sets of probabilities for applicants 
who had, not had ~li tary service, and ten for those who had. The 
remaining problem is to. combine :these sets of pro'Qabili ties intp. a 
single set for each e~loyee. The objective is to associate with 
each applicant fqur probabilities totalling 1.00: one for the proba-
·. 
bility of his fal~ng into ~ach of the four possible categories. 
The examination· of this problem is SilllJ?lified somewhat by 
considering how two sets 'of probabilities may be combined. Using the 
notation given in Chapter VI, .it can be shovm that each of the four 
categories in such a· si'tuation has a probabili ~y I·Teight of A pi • B Pi. 
The four probabilities have numerators· equal tb the ~ppropriate weights 
. . . . ~ 
and deno~nators equal to the sum of the vreights. For example, the 
·probability that the indiVidual would fall in category 1 is: 
A/liJ/:-~"A/4".tJh .f.A_I79·t?_l'$ -1" A~ ·a~ 
The probabilities for the other three categories are determined similarly. 
The extension of this method to the case of eight or ten 
attributes is illllllediate, and the probability vreights for each category 
are clearly the products of the individual attribute probabilities. 
For an applicant who has not had military service, the prob~~~lity of 
·~ 
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belonging in category 1_ would be: 
sum of'· f'our similar terms 
There ·remains the matter of' weighting the attributes to 
recognize the varying.nuiliber of' occurrences. ~~lethe method of' 
assembling probabilities given above is correct in· the c~se where 
the probabilities are accurately known, it does not directly ha.l'J.dle 
the situation ~n 11rhich the values entering the formula are estimates 
based on San:t.Ple observations. .PJ..l probabilities are given equal 
·w·eight in th~ r~sult, which is inappropriate vrhen, as is the case 
here, some of' them are presumably more reliable than others. The 
measure of' reliability of' a set of' sample observations is .basically 
the square root of' the number of' individuals in the sample. Ilf the 
present context, this is the same thing as saying ~. In order to 
recognize the varying reliability of' the observed probabili-t;ies it 
is appropiliate to weight them in the formula according to the square 
root of' the total number of' occurrences of' the attribute value from 
vrhich they are derived. Tl'lis -vreighting can be accon"[)lislied by raising 
each probability' in the formula to a power equal to the square root of' . 
. . . 
the number of' observations and then reducing the combined product to 
the same power as ·1-rould be produced v,'lj_ thout weighting. Reverting to 
the simplified. case of' two attributes, the weighted numerator_p ·would 
·-
be 
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.2 
, and the 
denoni:i..nator fo~ all four :t:ractions would again be the sum of the 
numerators. The extension·of this method to the actual problem 
produces probabil£ty weights of 
in the case of appl;icants who have not had military s~rvice, and 
/O 
in the case of those who,have. The second formula must be refined to 
. recognize the fact that the sa.nwle information available on employees 
. . 
vrho had ·been in mill tary service was not uniform by category, there 
being more observations in categories l and 2 than in categories 3 and 
4. This refinement is discussed in App~ndix I. 
Application of the foregoing method to a s~le of employ-
ment applicants ·will produce for each applicant four probabilities, 
. . 
one for·his chance of falling into each of the four categories. These 
prob~bilities are based on the assumption underlying the stratified 
sa.nwle that each of the four categories is equally likely to occur • 
• 
As is sho-vm in Table 5, hm<Tever, tbis assumption is not valid. It 
can be .cor:rected for. ?Y multiplying the probability weight d~termined 
y • • 
·.-
\ 
by the formula by 98/59 for category 3, an~ 1?8/59 for category 4 
before the weights are .summed to produce the common.denominator. 
. . . 
. ' 
The final probability weights for applicants vr.i. thout mill ~ary 
service are thus . . 
for categories 1 and 2, 
for category 3, · and 
9 
for category 4 •. , The ·-vreights are assempled in similar fashion for 
applicants vr.i.th ·military service, vr.i.th the povrer of the probability 
product taken as 
/0 
' The· formula can be simplified somewhat for .actual calcu-
lation. First, as is shovm in Appendix I, the observed occ~rrences aj_ 
·.-
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can be substituted for the pr~babilities, so that tne.pro?ability 
i-reights take the form 
Second, the u'se of .. logarithms simplifies the co:mput'ation; since::the 
logarithm qf the probability weight is 
A;;:;..,. '• .., ,r;r;. ra.. , •. 'L-
where K is 0 for categories 1 and 2, (log 98 - log 59) for. category 3, 
. 
. and (log 108 - log 59) for category 4. This is the form in -vrhich 
the data were actually used, with the square'·rootsrtaken to the 
' 0 0 
nearest integer. 
,. 
•' 
"' 
·-
CHAPTER XI 
THE PREDICTION RATING: VALIDATION 
In order to test the data collected and the method o~ 
combining them, a se.cor;t.d sa.nr,ple vras· drawn ~rom the stuay group. This 
sample consisted o~ 40 i.ndividua.is, o~ l·rhom 7 were in category 1, 7 in 
category 2, 11 in category· 3, and 15 in category 4. The signi~icant 
attributes o~ each .o~ these individuals were determined, and a set o~ 
.. 
j;>robabili ties was calculated in the manner described in Chapter X. : 
The results of these calculations •are shovm in Ta~le 27. · 
TABLE 27 
CALCULATED PROBABILITIES 
Probability ?~ Falling Into Category 
Category 
1 2 3 4 
-71 .19 .09 .01 
.14 .03 o73 .10 
.23 .12 .13 .52 
Employees Actually 
.08 ·.03 .11 .78 
in Category 1 
.34 .40 .18 .08 
.21 .21 .52 .o6 
.08 .65 .03 .24 
' 
.. 
~ 
Average .264 .201 .241 .294 
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T~LE 27 - Continued 
Probability of' Falling Into ·Category 
Category 
l 2 3 4 
' 
.Ol .03 
-57 -39 
.15 .16. . .27 .42 
.00 .01 .06 
-93 
E:nq>loyees Actually· 
.43 ·.25 • 12 .20 . 
in Category 2 
.o6· . ' 
.05 .08 .81 
·.l8 
·57 .24 .01 
.oo .03 •. 6l .36 
. 
' 
.445' Average .l19 .l57 .279 
' 
.• 03 .o6 .• 04 .87 
..• 20 .01 .08 .71 
' : 
.l2 .11 .• 73 .04 
.oo • 03 
-37 .60 . 
.02. .05 \'36 
-57 
Employees Actually 
.08 .23 .6:~.:· .o8 
in Category-3 
.24 .. 02 .32 .42 
.19 .10 .23 .48 
.29 .07 .20 .. 44 
.01 .o4 .29 •' .• 66 
,., 
' 
.... 
·~ 
.64 .28 .07 .01 
Average .146 .118 .309 .427 
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TABLE 27 - Continued 
. 
. 
. . Probability of' Falling ~to Category 
Category 
1 2 3 4 
.oo .01 
-75 .24 
.09 .20 .08 .63 
.04 .o6 .65 .25 
.• 11 .80 .01 .08 
. 
• 01 .12 .2l .66 . 
.05 .06 ·70 .19 
.. 
.oo .05 .39 .56 
Employees Actually 
ol7 .08 ·.o~ .66 
in Category 4 
.oo .01 .68 .31 
.• :J-2 .42 .16 .30 
. 
.oj .11 .32 .54 
.15 .o6 .28 -51 
.06 .05 .65 .24 
.11 .47 .08 .34 
.05 .86 .02 .07 
Average .o66 .224 .338 .372 
It is clear that the imputed probabilities do a rather 
poor job of' pr.edicti:n:g the category in w:b.ich an individual 'Will' f'all •. 
. . . 
·-
Although sa'ITI.ple size may be partly to blame, it appears likely that there 
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is a rather lugh order of dependence among.th~ variables being 
measured. The S1..llp. of the probab~li ties for categori·es l and 3 
provides a somewhat better forecast of success than does the sum 
for categories l and 2 for' staying; but neither of. them is reliable 
. ' . 
in incl:i. vidual cases. Categories 2 and 3 fare particularly :poorly, 
presumably becaup·e they both re)?resent mixtures of related desirable 
and undesirable employment characteristics. 
Close examination of Table 27 does reveal one redeeming 
feature. The ratio of the probability assigned to cat~gory l to 
. . 
the probability a!:) signed to category 4 is substantially higher for 
the seven .incl:i.viduals 1-rho -vrere actually in category l than. for any 
of the other gro~ps. For six of these seven men the ratio is at 
least l/3, a level attained by only eleven of the remaining thirty-
three incl:i. vi duals, and only three of the fifteen men in category 4. 
This feature suggests the. development of a scoring key 
based on the r~cio of·the probability for category l to the proba-
bility for category 4. A£ is shown in Appencl:i.x I, such a key 
can be calculated by the simple adcl:i.tion of scores assigned to each 
significant attribl;l-te. The~e scores -vrere :worked out in the fashion 
described in AJ.)pencl:i.x I, With 'the results shown in Table 28. The 
method of construction is such that an incl:i. vidual attains a score 
Qf 1000 if the. ratio of ·his category 1 :probability to his category 4 
probability is precisely 1/3. 
·~ 
Attribute 
Single, No Dependents 
1Yfurried, One Dependent. 
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TP.BLE 28 
SCORING KEY 
Applicants 
Hith 
~.ilitary 
Service 
48 
11a.rried, More Than Op.e Dependent 
142 
184 
Born 19.30 or Earli'er 
Born 1931 or .1932 ·. 
172 
144 
Born 193.3 or Later · 36 · 
No Previous Full-Time Jobs 73 
One Previous Full:..Time Job · 115 
MOre·Than One Previous Full-Time Job 152 
Idle Less Than One JfJOnth 129 
. . 
Idle One to Three 1Yf.onths 83 
Idle Mor'e Than Three Months 79 
Holds No Graduate Degree 115 
Holds At Least 9ne Graduate Degree 66 
Applicants 
Without 
1Ylilitary 
Service 
66 
'175 
22~-
210 
. 177 
52 
94 
143 
186 
160 
105 
101 
144 
86 
.... A • 
.., 
·-
. . 
TABLE 28 - Continued 
Attribute 
Combined Test Scores 12 or'Less 
Combined Test Scores 13 to 15 
Combined Test Scores 16 or ~bre. 
A Score Lovr~r Than ·v Score 
A Score Equal To or. Greater Than 
V Score 
Applicants 
With 
Military 
Service 
84 
103 
132 
. 32 
146 
l~lital~y SerVice B~fore College 78 
~.!ilitary ·service Iriterrup~ed 172 
College 
!J.ilitary Service .Af'ter College 108 
Tivo Years· or Le'ss Mil;i tary 94 
Service 
¥..ore Than Two Years Mi..ll tary 172 
Service 
Officer or NCO on Release 
Lower Grade on Release 
148 
96 
l~pplicants 
Without 
~.!ilitary 
Service 
.107 
130 
163 
'46 
i8o 
For any attribute on lvhich information is nqt available for a particular 
appli:ant, the score is 100 in the case of applicants.'With ~,litary 
·~ 
service, and 125 for those 1dthout military service. 
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The scores produced by this key for the validation group 
are shown in Table 29. 
TABLE 29 
VALIDATION GROUP SCORES 
Category 
1 2 3 
1350 1248 1307 
1159 1129 1136 
1101. 1007 1070 
1101 902 1056 
1023. 826 1013 
1000 803· 990 
935 692 884 
853 
803 
771 
610 
·. 
4 
1094 
1051 
1015 
999 
984 
. 980 
980 
976 
938 
. 935 
852. 
723 
700 
669 
575 
. . 
The scoring l~ey was also tested on the o.ri~inal group of' one 
. . 
hundred,- ·with the results shown in Table 30. 
,• 
TABLE 30 
SAMPLE GROUP SC.ORES 
Category 
l 2 3 4 
'1429 1308 1292 1112 
·1334 1273 l22l 1085 
1328 1207. 1215 942 
132l' 1197. 1192 941 
1315 •'1185 1148 '938 
1279 1183 1035 927 
1271 1167 1033 921 
1227 ;Ll35 1024 920 
1185 ll3~ 989 919 
1181 1106 968 916 
1164. ·1097 935 912. 
1145 1086 886 .899 
11:45 1083 875 879 
1144 ·1o66 826 877 
1089. 1065 803 847 
1079 1032 Boo .826 
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TAB~E 30 - Continued 
·Category 
1 2 3 4 
1041 . 984 759 826 
.1933 954 739 826 
1022 941} 730 817 
991 9?1 692 803 
990 . 876 692 784 
971 826 692 748 
912 803 670 748 
898 718 669 692 
859 692 669 637 
The in:formation from Tables 29 and 30 is shovm graphically in 
Charts 1 and 2. 
If a score of at least 1000 is required for hiring, 78% 
of the applicants who vTill fall in category 1 would be hired, 59% 
. 
of the applicants destined for category.2, 36% of those for category 
3' and only 13% of those for category 4. If this sta,ndard had been 
applied to the entire group of 324, there would have been 46 
. . 
individuals in category 1, 35 in categor;r 2, 35 in category 3, 
and :)..4 in category 4, for a total of 130. . .. 
"' ~ ·~ 


CH..L\PTER XII 
Al1]LYSIS OF RESULTS 
The lqgical point of departure for a~ exawinatio~ of the 
results of the.study is' an evaluation of the extent to which its 
objectives have been realized. The basic goal was to demonstrate 
a hypothesis by example: to identify a 'set of attributes vThich, 
even if· incomplete, could be used to distinguish employment appli-
cants with above aver.age pr.obabili ty of contributing to the company's 
operations. Implicit in ·the goal was the· requirement that it be 
achie:ved by a systematic process admitting of duplication or re-. 
application -- me:t;'ely to present a set of attributes lvhich happen, 
·more or less by chance, to accomplish the job of discrimination is 
insufficient! There must be some reason for the success of a parti-
cular formula :i,:t: the result is to be more than an exercise· in probabil-
.i ty. A technique of practic~ benefit undoubtedly has value for that 
reason alone, even if the means by which the benefit is achieved are 
unk.novm, but such an qutcpme is ·essentially arid. The important 
problem is not what works, but how it ivOr'ks and why. Answ·ers to these 
questions provide the basis for generalization and extension. The real 
benefit of specific investigation is support for, or suggestion of, a 
theory of' causes. 
The present study offers a good example of the diff~rence • 
. 
·-
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Table 3l shows the distribution of employe.es in the sample group 
by the initial le.tter of their last names. 
TABLE 31 
. ' 
SURNAME INITIALS 
: Number of Employeesf By Category 
Initial 
1 2 3 4 Total 
A - 1-i 22 18 l7 l3 70 
N- Z 3 7 8 12 30 
. This distribution is si'gnificant at the 95% ·level. This fact would 
have been useful knmrledge in refining the selection of male applicants 
for the Prudential r s college training program during 1957. It is 
difficult -- although not impossible -- to advance a theory of causes 
which accounts for the success of this. selection criterion, and it is 
thus impossible ·to recognize other circumstances in which it may be 
valid. 1fould it have served, for example, in the Prudential r s 1958 
general college ~ring? . 
Before trying to·develop a theoretical construct it is 
necessary to examine the overt results. The first question is. whether 
the attributes selected discriminated effectively. The lOOO level on 
the scoring key described in Chapter XI repres~nts a subst~~ial 
.. 
' 
.. 
concentration of' successful stayers -- the density is mor~ than twice 
that in the base group -- but is this a succes.sful result.? 
To begin with, there· is a chameleon quality to the classi-
fications. In the absence of the l94 colleagues barred by the lOOO 
level on the scoring key, -vrould' the 46 adrni tted successful stayers 
all have'been successful stayers? \-lould the other 84 men all have 
. . 
f'allen in the categories they did? One is certainly inclined to . 
suspect that the answer to. both questions is 11no 11 • Group interaction 
is inevitable; the promotion of' ·one employee precipitates the resigna-
tion of' another. Had the f'irst not· been there, the second might have 
been promoted in his place, or might have accepted the outcome of' the 
different circumstances. Thus the stay-leave distinction is embed~ed 
in the circumstances. It .is, raorepv.er, a more capricious factor than 
it appears.. The leavers are unmistakably gone' but the chain of' events 
leading to the departure of many of the individuals contains substantial 
elements of' chance .. 
There is, for example, the matter of post-selection f'actors. 
Departmental assignment is one such: the example of the creative 
writing requi.rements of the Public Relations Department versus the 
arithmetical requirements of' the Accounting Department given in 
Chapter IX is ~ instan.ce. The problem of an individu8.:L's com_pati-
bill ty with his supervisor and the members of' his work group is a 
second basls of· post-select~on dif'f'erentiation. OpiJortunit! ;s 
·-
. 
another: the ~6b offer arising fortuitously from the prospective 
em;ployer' s special. needs and knowledge of the em;ployee. No matter 
how many c4arc;t.cteristics are measured at :b.iring time, it is inevitable· 
that as among apparently identical applicants some will stay arid some 
vlill not. 
The non-success - success distinction is even more ephemeral. 
· It represents a continuum of· differences, rather than a sharp b,order. 
The em;ployee promoted to level 11 in January of 1962 is not thereby 
differentiated in any· substantial respect from the employee promoted 
to that level in J;)ecember of 1961, but one i's a 11 success" and the other 
is not. ;Departmental assignment is again a i'actor, since it ini'luences 
the extent to vrhiyh an individual is able to use his abilities and 
. ' 
experience, and ~here are clearly many other post-selection variables. 
The problem of recogni'zing success was intensified by the difficulty 
of making a di s.tinction 'in t!le early years of em;ployment·. 
Thus any evaluation of the sco~ing key is a probabi.listic 
process: some stayers by their nature are probable leavers; some 
successes are unlikely. In this light one of' the attractive features 
of the scoring key is that it admits very few category 4 employees. 
It is lesE; likely that the classification err in both dimensions than 
that it miss on only one. A valid measure ·should adrri.t most em;ployee.s 
in category·i, a smaller nUmber in 2 and 3, and the· smallest number in 4. 
It is in the nature of the probability proces·s that. if some 
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undesired individuals are barred, some desired ones ·tvill also be · 
excluded. By moving away from·the fuzzy fringe of classification, a 
higher concentration of de~;;ired individuals can be achieved, but only 
at the expense of: eliminating ma11y doubtful prospects who would in 
·fact h~ve turne~ out well. For example, if the acceptance level on' 
the scoring key is set.at 1300,.only eight of the.l40 employee:;;.in 
the sarrr,ple groups are acceptable, but 75% of them are successful 
stayers, instead. of t~e 23% the full sample contains •.. A level of 
1325 reduces the ~dmissions to four, all successful stayers,·but 
28 other successful stayers have been eliminated. 
In these statistical terms the scoring key is certainly a 
pmverful selector. .Although ~ubtless not the most effective possible 
discriminator, it does· a good enough job to me.ri t inquiry into ivhy 
it works. The. follovz:tng sections present a ftamevror:j:<;: of .theory ivhich 
receives. support from the.study. 
For an indi vidu8.1 to be a successful stayer ti·ro features 
must'be present: he must satisfy the Prudential and the Prudential 
must satisfy him. Both tJ;les.e requirements concern the gap between 
expectation and reality. Expectation also has two elements: a 
generalized appreciation of reality, of the world as it really exists; 
and a specific kno'ivledge of the particular situation giving rise to 
th~ expectations. 
Considering first the Prudential's side of the sa~~pfaction 
·~ 
criteria, or more precisely, the side of the people who make 
decisions on behalf or" the Prudential, it seems unlikely that there 
is a significa...'l'lt, enduring gap between genera:lizea: expectation and 
. 
reality. Some .gap certainly exists: for ex8.D1J?le, the COlliJ?any might 
be f~ling to obt'ain information on a significant variable affecting 
.. . 
employee perfo.rmance; thus basing its expectations on incomplete data 
(a point i·rhi ch a. study such as. this one ·would not uncover). Also, the 
company's eh.']?erience is nothing more than the total of the experience 
of the people of whom it consists or has consisted, and no one repre-
sentative.of the Prudential has the benefit of ·this total e~erience. 
Moreover, the imdi vi duals .acting on behalf of the company· are not 
a,bsolutely. ra-Gional. · These tvro points can be ex.e!ll]?lified 'by the 
decision to. :b.ire an applicant with a graduate degree for the general 
college program. This decision is probably a poor one -- only one 
of the eleven such individuals in the combined Sa.niJ?le stayed with 
the company. Yet it ~Y be made either because the decider is 
una-vra.re of the COlliJ?any' s p~evious poor experience with these indi vi-
duals, or because, . i-rhile rationally: aware, he cannot escape the 
enchantment of i-rha"j; a fine e:n:wloyee this applic.ant w<;>uld ma.'l\.e if only 
he did turn out to. be a stayer, and manages to convince himself that 
this one is different. 
Recognizing ~hese lir~tations, it nevertheless is unlikely 
that t~e Prudential's' expectations are very far from reality..; ~~at 
·-
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difference there 2s p~obably stem~s from lack of information about the 
specific situation, ~ather than incorrect generalization. There are 
features about every employment applicant -vrhich are un.lmown, either 
because they ~e essentially unknm-rable, or because they cannot be 
learned econo:rriically. In. connection vTi th this general point, it ::t.s 
important ~o recognize that the 18% category l record of the 1957 
hires may be exactly what the Prudential expected. This result could 
perfectly vrell be: precisely the balance the company \•ranted to strike 
between ~ring tqo :many -q.ndesired individuals and turning away too 
:many desired ones. A likely theoretical basis is therefore that the 
Prudential lmew vrh?-t it· wanted, asse~led the informa:tion necessa..-ry 
to pur.sue its .goals rationally, and in general achieved them. 
The.same generali~ation does not seem valid for the 
heterogeneous g:roup of 'individuals vrho are on the other side of 
the expectation-reality-.satisfaction fence. The first difference is 
the fact that whereas the employer can deal. in terms of groups and 
be satisfied vTi th results which meet his expectations on the average, 
for the employee there is no average. For him there is only one 
employer-employee relation under test: his. 
In addition., there are important differences betw·een the 
employer and the em:_f>loyee in con.Y!ection 1>11 th both elements of expect-
ation. The employee 1 s knoi-rledge of the world as it really is cannot 
comp~e vTi th the distilled experience of a large cor-.florati~D:: · The 
·-
employee may have exp~rienced.notbing more than family and.school 
life; at most he has .seen the business world from a fe-vr previous 
. . 
jobs. His expectations are necessarily unformed or ill-based or 
both. J:vroreover. bis kno-vrledge o~ the Prudential as a place for bim 
i·r.i..ll 'be far more imperfect than the Prudential's knowledge of bis 
place in it. 
There is another aspect of the individual's expectations 
bis evaluation of. bim.self, particularly of bim.self relative to 0thers. 
In the abs.enc~ of.· expertence wbich reason cannot deny~ an indi vidua~' s 
self-iinage is likely to be quite unrealistic, and generally too 
favorable. Indeed .it is invariably colored by 'el1JDtiol;l; the only 
question is degree. Wbile the emotion-based corporate self-image 
· the company -vrbich collectively has an unrealistically bigh regard for 
itself as a place to i·rork, for example -- is probably the rule rather 
than the exception, one would expect the indi,vidual to be much more 
able to maintain tbis kind of irrational self -delusion during the 
. . 
years pr~_or to college graduation than can the corporation faced 
idth the daily impact of business. 
One is thus led to theorize that employment applicants 
i·rho are bired but who ·do not turn out to be successfl;ll stayers can 
be di vid.ed into three categories: 
1. Individuals who had a big;h probability of bei~g 
successful stayers, but by the operation of chance 
.. 
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factors di.d. no:t turn out that way; 
2. Individuals of whom the employer has unrealisticci.lly 
' high expectations, -vrho are either terminated or advanced 
at a slovrer than average rate; 
3. Indi:viduals who had too high an expectation of their 
· employment, arid either resign or stop working hard 
·enough to realize their potential. 
The first class is beyond the reach of the selection process. If 
selection is to.be refined, it must·be done by reducing the number 
. of employees in cl,asses 2 and 3 vrho are hired., \·l'i thout making a 
correspon9ing reduction in the number of successful stayers. 
Avoidan~e of class 2 employees requires knowing the 
requirements of tp.e jobs and identifying employees vrho possess 
these requirements. Avoidance of class 3 employees requires 
identifying ind!-vi duals 1·rho :q.ave a poor image of reality·-- either 
too favorable an ide a of the rew·ards of the work situation or. too 
favorable an idea of the place they merit in it -- and -vrho will. be 
unable to adjust to reality -vlithout rebelling to the extent of 
resigning or llmi ting their -vrork performance. 
~he elimination of the class 2 non-success is the traditional 
job of employment screening and selection. It proceeds by the identifi-
cation of characteristics -vriu.ch have been possessed by previous successes 
or which seem quite similar to those one ~~uld expect of su~cesses. This 
·-
process is aided by the fact that characteristics 'leading ~o success 
in one endeavor will often produce the same result in others as 'i·rell. 
It is therefore possible to examine the extent of an individual's 
success in preyious opportunities and derive from these results a 
reasonable estimate of the likelihood of his success in a somevrhat 
different ~i tuation •. 
In termS of this· theoretical basis :i the -vray to avoid the 
clas~ 2 non-succe:ss is to seek :b.is opposite. He vrould expect this 
person to .be one ·i·rho has ,:previously demonstrated the capacities 
being sought and the more demonstrations, ·the better. He can be 
more certain about. the individual 'i·rhose perforii!ance C?Jl be examined 
in several situations t:qan the indi vicl.ual ivhose history offers only 
one. Thus the. preferable ca.p.didate had reasonably good grades in 
college, result~ng from· a combination of intelligence and willing-
ness to -vrork. His college history should include more than just 
the minimum requirements to get by: if his time was not consumed by 
a college job, he should have participated in some extra-curricular 
activities. In one or more of them he should have occupied some 
office. He should have had a nuniber of maturing experiences, preferably 
including marriage. We ivould expect a period of mi4ta..ry service to 
have helped in the maturing process, and if it is a part of the indivi-
dual 1 s background we would look for his having attained a position of 
. . 
resp,onsi bill ty. He -vrould also expect a record of advancemeni:?, in any 
·-
previous employment. 
The theoretical.basis for the avoidance of the class 3 
non-success by seeking his· opposite can be stated in the same fashion, 
although its practical application is so~ei·rhat more difficult. ~le 
-vrould look for th,e person i·rho has· had an opportunity to appraise 
himself i:q. conroar.ison with others. He should have shOwn his ability 
.. -
to adjust to new situations wi thou"(; serious stress, and to pursue. 
long-range goals rationally through i.mmediate difficulties. He should 
have some ai·rareness of the situation he is entering and the prospects 
·it holds for him, preferably. based on previous e~~erience. 
These.requireinents point to a person who has had some 
e~~eriences in which he vras a member of a large group of more or less 
undifferentiated individuals. He should have spen;t some time in cir-
cumstanc~s vrhich provided no special protection for him, that is, 
avray from family ~d school life. He should have a realistic view 
of the demands and rewards of life in general, and of business life 
in particular. The results-oriented standards discussed above for 
the avoidance of class 2 non-successes are not so readily applicable 
to class 3, because of the absence of pr.evious situations in vrhich 
to examine the individual's performance. In the case of the applicant 
several years out of college, vri th military service and some job exper-
' 
ience behind him, the situation is not so difficult. The individual 
just out of college,. hovrever, has no experience comparable ~~ the 
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situation he is entering, and conjecture necessarily plays a ~ar 
larger· role i~. evaluating. the cha.'l'lce o~ ]:l.is being satis~ied with what 
he is going to ~ind in the· job than is necessary for evaluating his 
. 
chance of success. 
The present· study offers some observational foundati.on for 
the fo~egoing theorizing. This theory is not the only one the observa-
tions support, nor do they provide more than l:i:mited backing for this 
one; nevertheless, it is worthwhile to look at the resultf,l in the light 
df the theory. 
The data on personal history can be surmnarized by sa;Ying 
that an individual who has had ;2. number of maturing eA."':periences or 
i~luences is raore likely to be a successful stayer than one who 
has not.. The t"Yro' characteristics used for prediction :i.:ndicated that 
a person age 27 or older' married, ·w:i. th tvro or !P.Ore dependents vras 
a better.prospect than anyone lacldlng these charactexistics. Closer 
examination of the data indicat.es that this information is related 
to staying much more significantly than it is to success, \·Thich is what 
the theory suggests, since these individuals are more likely to have 
a realistic idea of the situation they are entering than are· younger 
individuals. They are also more likely to have the maturity to accept 
what they fin.d without rebelling against it. · The individual w:i. th a 
w'"l~e and children can.'l'lot &ford the same amount o~ self -o.elusion i;;hat 
his colleague ~dth' few·er responsibilities can, and will presmnably 
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accept unpleasant reality more quicl~. The correlation of success 
1nth number of dependent~ suggests the role of motivation. The employee 
m th several· children needs to succeed and perhaps works harder at it. 
Another ·point suggested by the theory and supported· b;Y, this fact as -vrell 
as several other elements of the data is that success and staying are 
not independent ~tters; they are interdependent, and an attempt to 
examine either vti. tl:i..out considering the other is likely to encounter 
difficulties on this account. 
11-iili tary service offers support for the theory in the area 
of both c~ass 2 and class 3 ~on-successes. It represents a confront-
ation :w1 th inescapable reality for every individual who has experienced 
it, and should give the individual a better idea of himself and of 
the -vrorld around him than he previously had. In the case of applicants 
for vrh~m service constituted an interruption of college, this is 
. . 
probably doubly true, since presumably most of them left college 
because of a poor record. This experience in itself' is likely t~ 
make the individual !nore realistic and w.ore mature, and tr..o?e who 
re ... curn and finish college after. ~e;rvice shovr additional evidence of 
these attributes. .llJ3 one would expect, mill tary service during college 
-vras a much better pre.dictor ~f staying tb.ail of' success •. 
The ot)ier t1ro types of' mill tary service information used in 
predicting. -- duration of service and rank at release from active duty 
. . 
ca.n..11ot be considered separately from the first one·. 'During. the perioC!-
.. 
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i·rhen most of the men were in the service, two yea:r tours of duty 
were the standa.r~ for draftees; three and four yea:r tours, for 
enlistees. ·Since most of the men 1·rl1o were in service prior· to the 
complet;i.on of their U.."rldere;raduate work were enJistees, their terms of 
service tend to be longer. This fact means th;ey vrere mor.e lik~ly to 
reach non-connnissioned rank during service careers, but t'ewer of them 
vrere officers, since w.e.ny of them did not meet the reg_uirements for 
Officers 1 Training School, and by definition, they could not be RO:rc 
graduates. · There is thus a certain interrelationship among the three 
. . 
variables used; although not a strong enough one for any of the i~depend-
ence tests tried to fail. 
The theory 'leads one to expect that a person who had been 
a success in mill tary servi.ce •·rould ·also be one in business. Since the 
o!L4y measu.re of mfli ta...ry success available was ra..YJ.k at release, it 
vras used and did· prove to be a predictor of successful stayers. It 
was also a predictor of unsuccessf~l.leavers, somewhat surprisingly. 
There is no apparent explanation other than SlP..aJ.l sam;ple fluctua-
tion for this res.ult. The· fact that only one of the eleven ex-officers 
and non-coms in the validation g..coup was an unsuccessful leaver lends 
some support to the idea that the sample observation -vras unusual. 
. According to the theoretical basis, previous job eA.']?erience 
should give an individual a more accurate set of expectations for 
a ne-vr job than he -vrould otherwise have, and applicants who have had 
. : 
. . 
one or more jobs in business should tend to be stayers on this acc9unt. 
The data support this conclusion., a.11.d the parallel one that job exper-
ience alone is not likely to have too much inf'luence qn success. The 
sample also suggests that the Ti':.Ore previous employers an individual has 
had_, the . better. This idea has an obvious f'lai-r, in that as the number . 
. of jobs goes up·, -vre must sooner or later encounter the .job-hopper' who 
is not likely to be a stayero Px:esumably the screening to which the 
study g-roup ifas .subject at employment eliminated most of these indivi-
duals. It is a likely conjecture ·that there is some optimum nuraber 
of previous jobs 1-rhich represents the ·best balance bet1-reen experience 
and job-hopping. proclivities, but the sample does not indicate what 
that level might be. 
It seems likely that the individu~ -vrhose previous j"ob 
experience is in -vrork similar to .that w]:l.ich he would be seeing at 
the Prudential i~ a more probable stayer than an app:J.icant from a 
more distant field, such as teaching, since he presuma~ly brings to 
the job a :rnore accurate. set of expectations. The data support this 
supposition, but not vr.i. th ~ch f'orce. 
According to the theoretical foundation, college record 
should provide a rich ~ouxce of information. In addition to grades, 
preferably standardized in some :fashion to minimize the effect of 
varying standards among schools, information of the kind listed at 
the beginning of Chapter ]]{, .or at least some of it, should be very 
. . . 
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helpful in measuring an individual r s chances of' success and should 
furnish some help in appr8ising the accuracy of his expectations. The 
results of the current .sa.l'liJ?le of.fer some bacl:d.ng for the theory, but 
unfortunat~ly not enough to meet the significance tests used. Aptitude 
tests provide some me~ure of intellectual capacity, b~t they do not 
offer the information on ·the combination of ability and willingness to 
vrork i·Tbich grades provide. 
The matter of graduate degrees raises a problem vrhich the 
theoretical formulation above .by-passed: the individual -vrho takes a 
permanent job expecting to resign i·li thin a relatively short time to 
. . 
Pll:!'sue some other activity, usually continued 'ea.ucat:t.on. This kind of 
• • • i ... ' 
person h~s stronger interests in some other career than in business, and 
if a sufficiently artful dissembler, can be quite difficult to detect. 
There is a spectrum running from this indi·vidual to the class 3 non-
success on the basis of interest in' business. At one end is the ·person 
who thinks he is going to like business, but is disappointed; near the 
other end. vTe have the person vrho thinks he won't like it but is going 
to give it a try. This interest in business should be reflected in 
other ways·, for example selection of a college major.. One would expect 
an accounting major to have more interest in business tha~ a Latin 
major. The decision to tru~e a graduate degree in some area other than 
business is presumably another manifestation of the same character-
istic, and these individuals· are not likely stayers, as the ~ta indicate~ 
·-
In the case of the l..ffiA holder a different. force seems to be operat·-
ing. Ii' hired·for the general ·college program, these individuals 
receive no special standing at the Prudential other than that -vrhich 
their performance· earns them. It is plausible that after spending 
ti·TO years or more doing graduate work these men may feel entitled 
to special consideratio.n, are dissatisfied when they do not receive 
it 1 and resign in consequence.. There may also be a concentration 
factor at work: when the Prudential's a~loyment renresentatives 
. - . 
encounter an :MBA holder of above average promise, they generally 
:b.ire him for the special training program in investment vTorl\:1 so that 
the MBA employees hired for the general college program may as a group 
be below average degree holdeJ;""s. 
The matter· o:f interest may also furn:$.sh part of the e:ll.."}?lan-
ation for the s~gnifi.<?ance of the relationship' between th~ A and V 
aptitude. scores. The results indicate that as beti·reen two individuals 
with the same measured arithmetic aptitude, if one has a slightly 
higher V score than A score 1 and the other a V score equal to or 
slightly lower than the A score, the second person is the more likely 
successful stayer. Presumably the high V individual finds less 
challenge for his total capacity in insurance v7ork than does his high 
A colleague, and is therefore more often disappointed by his i·rork. 
The overall results of the study can be summarized by saying 
that· the most likely s'!).ccessful stayer is one who :b..as an acg:urate 
·-
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appratsaJ. of himself. aJ.'ld the job he is enteriJ?.g, who is interested 
in business, and w~o has .demonstrated, by prev~ous results, the 
capacities necessary for advancement. He is best identified by 
results, and indi·cations of. ra.aturi ty and succ~ss in. other situations 
are the best recommendation~ he can offer. 
Turning to another area of the results, it is clear that 
the method of deter~ning four separate probabilities for each 
individual was relatively unsuccessful. Presurrr..ably its fai.lure stemmed 
fr9m the fact that the attributes being examined 'l·rere not truly inde-
pendent, ·even though those tested C!id not, in pairs, shmoJ; strong 
dependence. It appears that the combined effect of the measures use~ 
.represented a set of partially dep~ndent variables. Year of birth 
provides a likely exa.rn.ple. Some of the ingredients of a probable 
successful stayer are having had more than two years 1 military service, 
having had' two or more previous jobs, and being l:Jl.B.rried vr.L th more than 
one dependent. To say that it helps if the individual was born 'before 
l933, and helps more if he -vras born before l93l, seems to add little 
independent info~tion • 
. ~suming that dependence of the factors explains the poor 
showing of the p;robabili ty measure, the success of -:the scoring key 
in identifying desirable employees raay rest in part on its use of · 
the division of t1·ro probabilities,, with a kind of partial cancelling 
.. 
out of the depen?-ence factors bet'l·reen the two probabilities·..,=' 
One final :point needs to be made. It "vras not the :pu_ryose 
of' this study to· advance a set of' hiring standards, for the Prudential 
or any other organization. For one tlll.ng, the :mix of "successful 
stayersn, as defined in tlll.s ~tudy, and other employe~s -v~lll.ch is 
appropriate f'or a particular organization depends on the circumstances 
of' that organization; as indicated above, the Prudentialts 1957 'generai 
college 4ires w~y have had just the right proportions .for that company 
at that time. .Iv!oreover, :q.ni versal application of' some o:r the c:r:iteria 
't·roilld lea~e each new·· generation of college grad~ates 'tvi tl:i a heavy 
proportion of' "unemployables11 -- at least in college graduate jobs 
for a nuw.ber of' ye8;J:s. Indeed, a requirement of' two previous similar 
jobs' ~f' w.i. versally applied:, bars all future graduates. 
. Finally, there is no assurance that hiring a group of' more 
or less homogeneous, 11most probable" applicants is the bes:t -vray to 
staff' an admi.ni'str:ati ve organization, much less to obtain a g-.coup 
from which future executives can be developed. It may very vrell be 
that a leaven of' atypical individuals is essential, particularly in a 
large organization. This study makes no attenwt a):; providing a basis 
for judgements of' tp:ts sort, i·rhich must be made before lll.ring standards 
can be set. The study i·ras intended to demonstrate the :possibility of' 
developing a probabilistic method.of' concentrating the :portion of' 
successful stayers obtained ~~der. an already selective employrnent 
screening process. The scor~ng key represents such a demon~tration, but 
.. 
it is no more than that. 
.. 
. . 
JIPPE.l'IDIX· I 
The basic purpose of the study was to develop a set of 
four conditional probabilities :for an individual, measuring the 
likelihood of his falling in each of the four categor;res, given 
his measured a~tributes, i.e. to determine ;'J (tj E.JJ} 
(In this. Appendix the more standard notation for . conditional 
probabilities idll be used: rather than the special notation A'Pi 
used in the body of the paper. "ifi th t:b.is exception the notation 
will be that given in ·Chapter VL ) 
The mathematics of 'the study are greatly simplified by 
the use of a standardized sa.ro.ple in vihich each category has equal 
rep~esentation; The first point to note is that the conditional 
probabilities are not the same in the standardized sample population 
and the actual pQpulation.. An example ·will indicate the difference. 
Suppose 1/4 of Category l'have A/, 1/2 of Category 2 have A/, and 
that A1 does not appear in Categories 3 and 4. Then in the standard-
ized population ~(1 / A1 ) = 1/3' and p(2 J .A1 ) = 2/3. Suppose, hovrever, 
that in the actual pop~lation Category l is t~ce as populous as 
lThe'basic source'for the statistical n~terial in this 
Appendix is A. M. Mood, Introduction to the Theory of Statistics 
(New York: !<1cGravr - Hill Book Company, Inc., 1950). . 
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Category 2. T~en p(l J_r!.) = 1/2 and p(2/ A1 ) = 'l/2. 
The Stanc1ardi zed Sample Population 
The · sample group may be regarded as a sa:m;ple drawn from a 
:populfltion of large size. in vihi.ch the four categories ·are' all eq,ually 
populous. The sample occurrences of attribute A 1 may 'be thought of 
as a random sample of size a/ tal~en from that sub-·oouulation of the 
. I, 
sta...TJ.dardized population which has attr~bute A ,o From this sample we 
w'ish to evaluat'e :p(l f'.A L.' p(2·/ A1 L p(3 / A1 ). and p(4J p('); · 
The basic q,uestion in connecti·on w.i th ·a particular attribute 
is 't·Tl,lether it discriminates significantly among the categories, that 
., / 
is, whether the :p(i A ) are signif~cantly different from .25o This 
q,uestion 't·ras tested by determining the probability that the observed 
occurrences of the attribute values arose from a distribution which 
"'vas in fact uniform·. This probability is measured by the variate u, 
1-rhere 
Ci =total occurrences of' A in category i, = 25 for most A 
n =total occurrences of· A,= ~00 for most A. 
The· variate u is distributed ~Y the chi-sq,ua.re distribution, with 
3(s-l) deirees of freedom, s being the number of values the a~tribute 
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under examination could assume. For the attributes used in prediction, 
s -vras either two or three, and· the corresp<?nding values of the cbi-
square for an 85% signific9nce level are 5.1 and 9.1. If u exceeded 
the 85% level, the attribute 't·Tas assumed to have a non-uniform distri-
bution. and therefore to b'e a significant discriminator; otherwise it 
was rejected. If A is a significant discrim;inator, the p(i I A) . = a[ja.; 
Combinations of Attributes 
The co~ditional probabilities derived from the joint 
occurrence of. two attribu·ces ca:q. be expressed in the same fashion 
as those derived from single characteristics, naraely 
a. 0 /... 
~ ~~. 
a·· I 
"t·rhere the dot notation· represents intersectioD;s. The method of the 
study, dictated by tl;le size of the sample, proceeded. on ~he bas~s 
. . . . 
of. exami~ng the attributes separately. It was therefore necessary 
to have a method for calculating the intersections. If the two 
attributes are independent, -vre have 
.. 
.. "' 
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and .6~- ::: i ~ (i j:8} , w·hence 
[Zi~(l/AJ][J ~fl@J} 
l:(a ;·r'ljAJ][% ;P'uj:a J] 
[ p tl/AJ][ ~ !t"j:B] 
;:. ; " 
E [/(t/AJ][j>ft:/:JJJ] (l) 
The generalization to niore than tvro independent attributes is imm.ediate. 
Independence of the Attributes 
Pairs of attributes for -vrhich there are sample intersections 
can be tested by the likelihood ratio .X .,, 2 With Greek letters 
representing the sample interpectioll9, 
_ _ · . to<:p) TfJ./ [ f!.f t/A·:E}J (&><;. "/);) 
\ - ( 0( .. (3). . Of • .. {). ~ . . ~ ~~ i. .: I 
vrher~ p(i J A•B) is defined by equation (l) 
. . .I/. - . 
~A =(~) ~(~} ~{ fC!i·Pz)[~/>t'jA~:B)-~.(~·piij 
4. { 
•(ti:p) ~(ot-:p) ~tf (~-of,) ~~ /t,jA) 
4 . 
+ ~ ~f,j:JJ)--'fji/tf)J_;b(j/SJ.-.&;{t:.;·:fU j 
2~bod, pages 257-259· .. ·-
-. 
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.t/., 
~.A ~ r~.op)!,t«"P! -{o0p) ~f/Jr~/AJ;b((/s) 
.t£ 
~~ {c<iop(J{ ~ /l(tjA) -f ~/J fljll} 
:vrhere the logs are all natural logarithms. 
The function - 2 log )\ is approY~mately distributed by 
the ·X·2 distribution with three degrees of freedom, and will 
take on a relatively large value if the sample intersections are a 
. ' 
poor approximation to. the calculated ones, -vrhich is to s,ay, if the 
attributes are not independent. The conf~dence level-for independence 
was taken as 9C/fo, and the hypothesis of independence was rejected if · 
- 2 log)\ exceeded the 9o%,level of the argument fbr the' c~lative 
) i/ 2 ~ distribution, which is 6.25o By t:b~s test, all combinations 
of attributes tried vrere independent. 
The Prediction Measure 
The extension of equation (1) above to the case of 
eight or ten independent.probabilities produces a set of joint 
.prediction probabilities of the form 
~fi) = .-f?1<idJ•;t:JI</tJJ•. · · 
· ' .£ /1(</AJy>(tjtJ)x . •. 
t ;I ' 
. 
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for the standardized population4 
·. Unfortunately the 'probabilities invol:ving the details of 
· military. service vrere not based on a standardized population, since 
all categories vrere not equally represented in the group i·[hich had 
military serv:i:ce. This sa.nrple sub-group had a total distribution 
of 23, l9, lO, l4. For application to the standaroized population.., 
probability w·eights derived from mill tary service records must 
therefore be multiplied by l, 23/l9, 23/lO, and 23/l4, respectivelyo 
If we designate the three .significant classes of attributes based 
on rn:i..li tary servi-ce as Q, R., and S, 
.: . 
/ rtjc;).: ~ ~(~cp).xfrt) 
/ cjlf) &: j'"ttjtf)x f<() 
/)f~/s) = ;tJ /r~.js)" frl). 
where the f(i) are the multiplicative constants given a~ove, primed 
probabilities are based on the actual observations, ro1d unprimed 
probabilities relate to the standardized population. The f(i) are 
proportional to the reciprocals of the conditional probabilities 
for the categories, ·given the fact of milit~y service. The joint 
probabi·li ties derived from all the information concerning mill tary 
service are 'thus 
.., 
·'-
. . 
1-rhere C is the proportiona.U ty constant • 
.. 
%~:;[f:J ~tjq }xfa}j [phjJf);:fc:J] [/) ~js) A f<'l)] 
, ~ ' , 
the sum of four similar terms 
the sum of four similar terms 
since th~ Cs cancel out • 
. Using·the weighting system given in Chapter X, and consid-
ering only the .numerators, if ive .regard military service ~s r!?:present-
ing three obs~rvations·, ;.,re i·rant the contribution of these combined 
attributes to the probal:;lili ty i·Teight to be 
The complete 0oint probabilities then become 
sum of :four similar terms .. .., 
' 
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sum of four similar terms 
but the a) b' etc. ' appear as factors in both numerator e..nd denominator 
an equal number of times and thus cancel out, leaving 
= 
. sum of four similar terms 
The Scoring Key 
The scoring key is based on the requirement 
The denominators of the ti-TO .probabilities are identical and cancel 
out, so that we have, using common logari tbms, . 
log N (l) - log N (4) ~ · - log 3, 
where the N (i) are _prob~bili ty numerators. 
-~ii+~ ..:.ft ~~ - . .. -I.J~~-~Ii~fq) 
' d - ' /t7%_ ). . #-
- .taiJY /'57- -~ 3 
" 
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w11ich is a set of' ad~tive numbers, one·for each possible significant 
attribute. For convenience, it is useful to add a large enough nv~er 
. . . . 
to each term on the left hand side to eliminate all negative values, 
with .an equal total amount added to the right hand side, ~11d .then 
multiply both sides by a scaling factor i·Thich brings the right. hand 
side to 1000. The required additive amounts vrere 4.000 and 4.280, 
respectively, and the scaling factors 25.000 and 29.206, respectively, 
for employees id th·. and v7i thout military service. The values for 
employees v7ithout military service were chosen so as to make log P (1) -
log P (4) + additive value = O·for the no military serVice attribute, 
thus making a specific scoring entry for this item unnecessary. 
Where the data concerning a particular attribute are not 
available,, it is assumed ,that J? (1 J A) = p (4/ A) for the individual. 
This means a score of 4 x 25 = 100 in the case of individual~· vri:'Gh 
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military ser1~ce, and a score. of 4.280 x 29.206 = 125 .in ~he case of 
those without mill tary service. 
APPENDIX II 
DATA FORM FOR EVALUATING COLLEGE APPOINTEES 
!Vel a.t Appointment 
-----
ltanines: A V 
u. Status: 0 Married 
with Parent( a) 0 Yes 
----0 Single 
QNo 
1 he interested in living in this area? 
Date Appointed 
----------
Starting Salary 
-------
D'ivision 
------------------------------
Number of Dependents (incl. wife): 
----
Address 
------~C~it~y------------~8t~a~t~e------
Dates Attended Rank in Degree and of College State Course or Major From To Year Obtained Class ~grad. 
~.e.te 
~e Grades: A 
-- ~-- c -- D -- F __ 
1st shown :for graduate study: 
I 
~gbQl§s~~g BQno~s . Athletic Activities Other School A{;tiv:i.ties 
ligh school and college) 
(Mo.) {Day) \Yr.} 
' 
(in high school and college} ~-<include any office held) 
-
Service in Armed Forces 
(Mo.) (Day) (Yr.} 
Date 
of 
Discharge 
, Rank 
a.t 
Dischar~e 
List Jobs Held Wnile Actually Attending College Classes 
Period of ~~ent 
Job Hours From To 
Mo~ Year Mo. Yca.r 
·- --
ous Job EA::Eerience• (Include only full-time jobs between graduation and appointment. ) . 
: == : :::I 
"Periog,_ q;:t:_ El:Jl:QJ'.oymen:C 
.e of Company Job F: om __'!o 
Mo. Year Mo. Year 
~-.1""--............,..~-..:::_~ " ~ ... ~- ~~-
- '- -- - ~ 
~ 
CJ CJ r:::I 
ewer 1 s Overall Rating: Avg. or Below Above Average Outstanding 
~r such characteristics as: Appearance, a.lertne ss, friendliness, tact, ability to 
s himself, voice and speech) 
Interviewer 
RHO 
